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How humanitarian is the Freemason leadership?
INTRO
hk. Albert Pike, one of the be between England and
The countdown has highest ranking freemason Germany. The reason this
started! Will the death lodge leaders, wrote to war must be planned is to
dust soon fall on us as Giuseppe Mazzini, an illumi- depict the contrast between
well? Who are the war- nati leader on August 15, communism and the Judeomongers who want a 1871, the following plan to Christian culture. We need
rd world war based gain solitary world domina- this contrast for political
3rd
on lies just like WW1 tion. There are many sources Zionism to be strong enough
to institute a sovereign state
and WW2? Will we stay confirming this writing.
Among
other
things,
it
conof Israel in Palestine.”*
silent again or will we
tained the plans for WW1, [n. b. e.: This is exactly what
wake up and bring the
overthrowing the power of happened after WW2!]
entire work of the ag- the Russian czar in charge of “And then a third world war!
gressors ruthlessly to the Orthodox Church so as It should start in the Middle
light as the responsible to found an atheistic-com- East and should be a war
people we are? If every munistic nation.
between the Jews and the
V&C reader takes every [Note by editor: This is ex- Islamists that spreads across
V&C, copies it at least actly what happened. After the entire world. This war
three times and passes WW1 1917, there was the between Muslims and Jews
it on, there is hope for Bolshevik revolution where should finally bring about
a breakthrough just in communism and atheism this Armageddon [= decicame to power.]
sive end-time battle].”*
time!
“Then there must come ano- Albert Pike explains in a furhk. (Editor)
ther world war and it should

“Nuclear weapons
are the work
of lunatics.
A weapon which
does not differentiate
between military
and civilians and
erases whole cities,
is the work
of lunatics.
We Iranians do not
need this insanity.” *
Alireza Salari
(Iranian ambassador,
in Lucerne, Switzerland,
on May 2, 2012)

ther letter how this is to hap-

pen: “We want to first found
the nihilistic movement [=
unconditional denial of all
norms, moral, goals, societal
orders], meaning this communist-atheist system, and
then bring in a cataclysm [=
historic, worldwide natural
disaster]; a war and grief
previously unknown. In the
end, we want to show mankind what absolute atheism
can do. There will be a
bloody bloodbath. In the end,
atheism and Christianity
should both be defeated and
the pure doctrine [= validity]
of Lucifer should be brought
about with the destruction of
Christianity and atheism.”*
[Note by editor: This was all
written by Albert Pike in
1871!]
Source:
http://www.threeworldwars.com/
albert-pike2.htm

Who are the real war criminals?
woe. According to the principles of the Nuremberg trials,
later incorporated in the
United Nations charter, planning, preparing, inciting or
directing an aggressive war
is one of the most severe war
crimes. Consequently a war
against a country not threatening the aggressor with an
attack is a serious war crime.
The United States’ secret
services found out unambiguously that Iran is clearly
not trying to build a nuclear
bomb. Why are the leaders
of the USA and Israel al-

lowed to openly threaten
Iran with an attack, without
exposing themselves to the
reproach of committing a
war crime? How should we
take it then that US President Obama and his Minister of Defence Panetta have
already sent three aircraft
carriers into the Persian Gulf
and the Arab Sea? Isn’t this
obvious planning or preparing of an aggressive war and
therefore a severe war
crime?!
Source:
http://www.informationclearinghouse.

“Nuclear weapons
are inhumane
and immoral.
The time of the
atomic bomb is past.
As a principle
we are against such
weapons.
The nuclear weapon
belongs to the
past century.” *
Mahmoud Ahmadinedshad
in 2012
(Iranian President)
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German TV interview with
Iranian President Ahmadinedshad
daso. In his latest interview by
German TV reporter Claus Kleber, Ahmadinedshad claimed
several times not to be interested in building an atomic bomb,
qualifying it as immoral and
inhumane. Ahmadinedshad reported that Iran has already
been co-operating above and
beyond the contract obligations
with the International Atomic
Energy Agency for a long time
to provide complete transparency. In return for this good will

on Iran’s part, the confidential
information was published and
illegally disclosed to hostile
nations. Following this, high
ranking Iranian scientists were
killed in assaults. Are the media and the International Atomic Energy Agency really independent or do they in reality
pursue other interests?
Original German Source:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=KVd6WOyaSGQ

USA – Iran: Who
is threatening whom?

The NATO’s
destructive fury
ub. While the Hiroshima nucle- by means of uranium
ar bomb had 15 kilotons (KT) ammunition
explosive power, the US warships off the Iranian coasts are
currently being loaded with a
total of about 340.000 KT of
explosive power! In their naval
units operating at this moment
in the Persian Gulf and in the
eastern Mediterranean near
Iran, the USA have deployed in
total more than 22-thousand
times the nuclear explosive
power that was dropped on
Hiroshima. Who is threatening
whom?
Original German Source:
Neue Solidarität Nr. 8/9, 22.02.2012,
Artikel von Helga Zepp-LaRouche
„Den Zusammenbruch des Euro als
Chance begreifen“

Nuclear-power ranking list
(by the number of nuclear
weapons)
1. Russia: about 14.000
2. USA: about 9.000
3. China: about 400
4. Israel: about 200
other sources: up to about 400
(http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Atommacht#Israel)
5. France: about 350
6. UK: about 200
7. India: about 45 to 95
8. Pakistan: about 30 to 50
9. North Korea possesses fissionable material.
Original German Source:
http://www.netzeitung.de/spezial/nord
korea/445804.html

ham. Afghanistan and Libya
are not simply lying in ruins.
Uranium ammunition used by
the NATO troops and bombers,
capable of blowing up bunkers,
is systematically contaminating the involved target countries with radioactivity.
This is genocide [murder of
entire nations] with a longterm effect sneaking up on the
civilian population. Even the
NATO soldiers executing this
have been protesting for years
through their union Euromil
against the use of uranium
ammunition. 30 to 40 percent
of these soldiers are themselves
victims of radiation
damage. In spite of this it is
still used consistently. In 2008
the UN general assembly voted
on another ban on uranium
weapons. 144 countries voted
in favor of this ban. Four
countries voted against it
though, thus achieving a veto:
the USA, the UK, France and
Israel.
Source:
Documentary "Deadly Dust"
by Frieder Wagner,
http://video.google.com/
videoplay?
docid=
5146778547681767408&hl=en

The consequences of a military strike against Iran
mw. A possible US-Israeli
strike against Iran means a thermo-nuclear threat for the entire
world population because Iran
has powerful support – Russia
and China, but also neighboring Turkey and Pakistan. The
whole Islamic world will most
likely be in uproar if Israel and
the USA attack Iran. It would
not only halt oil supply from
Iran, but also from Saudi-Ara-

bia, from Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates. This would
cause an explosion of the price
of oil and the collapse of the
global economy. Will all of
these foreseeable, destructive
consequences deter the USA
and Israel from launching such
an aggressive strike?
Source:
http://www.informationclearinghouse.
info/article30676.htm

Man must come to the point where he has become the
symbol of the knowledge and wisdom, mercy and
goodness, the righteousness and justice, might and
creativity, generosity and grace of God.*
Mahmoud Ahmadinedshad

“We love you” – Iran and Israel
ft. “To all fathers, mothers, children, brothers and sisters. In
order that a war can start between us we first have to be
afraid of each other and hate
each other, but I’m not afraid of
you and I don’t hate you… we
love you!” This message is currently being sent 1000-fold by
Israelis [n.b.e.: not by Zionists!] to Iranians. What is happening here takes an important
function in history as a role
model. The population of a
country threatening with aggression starts direct peace negotiations with the people of
the threatened country, supposedly hostile, above the heads

of their warmongering government! New friendships are blossoming minute by minute between Israeli and Iranian
people. The people are tired of
the enmity initiated by their
governments. They just want
what everybody wants – to live
and let live. The population
neither wants war nor do they
want to fight!
Original German Source:
http://denkbonus.wordpress.com/
2012/03/25/we-will-neverbombyour-country
Similar English Material:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=mYjuUoEivbE
http://www.israelovesiran.com/

Conclusion ●
The last sentence of the so-called inflammatory
speech of Ahmadinedshad at the
64th
th UN General Assembly in New York:
“Long live love and spirituality!
Long live peace and security!
Long live justice and freedom!
God’s peace and blessing be upon you all.”
Mahmoud Ahmadinedshad

Note by translator: All citation market with* are re-translated from German into English
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